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Adrien supervises the European training portfolio at the UITP Centre for Training and also acts as trainer on specific topics, such as organisational and urban aspects of public transport. Among others, he developed new courses on Electric Buses, Automated Metros, Mobility as a Service (MaaS), Marketing, bus related topics, Autonomous Mobility and Travel Information Design. He leads the course for Managers in Public Transport.

Adrien is Franco-German and studied geography and town planning in France and the United Kingdom, before working on EU-funded projects at the University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne and then for the ECORYS Research & Consulting Group in Brussels.

He joined UITP in 2009 where he first took over activities related to transport authorities, statistics, marketing and product development. In 2013 he joined the UITP Centre for Transport Excellence (CTE) in Singapore set up in cooperation with the Land Transport Authority (LTA), where he led the development of training programmes and the implementation of activities in the Asia Pacific region (SITCE conference and the activity portfolio in India).